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1. (a) Write three reasons for studying the state of environment.

(b) Write definition of “environmental studies”.

(c) Discuss the recreational value of nature? [5+3+7]

2. (a) Discuss the problems caused by dams, and benefits of constructing dams.

(b) Explain the consequences of over utilization of surface and ground water re-
sources. [7+8]

3. (a) Explain the term ‘energy cycle’ and how the organisms in the ecosystem are
dependent on it.

(b) What is ecological succession? What are the different stages of development
of an ecosystem? [7+8]

4. What do you understand by the term biodiversity? Write briefly about the different
kinds of diversity in organisms. [15]

5. (a) Oceans are ultimate sink for most of the waste we produce. Explain.

(b) List off shore sources of Marine Pollution.

(c) Explain the effects of oil pollution on the ocean. [7+4+4]

6. (a) What are the major issues associated with resettlement and rehabilitation?

(b) Bring out the main elements of water conservation. [8+7]

7. (a) Though population growth shows a global decline, there is still cause for worry.
Explain why.

(b) What are the reasons for differences in the rate of population growth in various
countries. [8+7]

8. (a) Describe how you would methodically record the elements and resources in an
ecosystem and assess its functioning.

(b) Based on your filed visits, summarize your observations and findings of the
water resource ecosystem in your region. [7+8]
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1. Write a detailed note on the various institutions and organizations in the field of
Environment Education and training, their activities and focal areas. [15]

2. Discuss the importance of environmental studies with respect to the following state-
ments.

(a) We live in a world wherein natural resources are limited.

(b) Green spaces and gardens are vital to the psychological and physical health
of city dwellers. [7+8]

3. (a) Explain the term ‘energy cycle’ and how the organisms in the ecosystem are
dependent on it.

(b) What is ecological succession? What are the different stages of development
of an ecosystem? [7+8]

4. Discuss the aesthetic value of nature with respect to the following statements.

(a) A true wilderness experience is an incredible learning experience.

(b) The beauty of nature encompasses every aspect of the living and non-living
part of our earth. [7+8]

5. (a) Oceans are ultimate sink for most of the waste we produce. Explain.

(b) List off shore sources of Marine Pollution.

(c) Explain the effects of oil pollution on the ocean. [7+4+4]

6. Why should natural ecosystems and various forms of species be protected ? How
does indiscriminate exploitation of these areas lead to damage ? [15]

7. (a) What are the major types of water related diseases?

(b) How can the risk of these be reduced? [8+7]

8. Explain the causes and effects of air pollution by describing any urban or industrial
area that you have studied. [15]
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1. (a) Our natural resources can be compared with money in a bank. Explain it
under the scope of Environmental studies.

(b) Discuss the importance of Environmental Studies. [7+8]

2. Explain how agricultural practices and industrial growth have led to undesirable
changes in the environment. [15]

3. (a) How do human activities lead to degradation of ecosystems?

(b) Briefly write about ecological succession over a period of time. [9+6]

4. Discuss the aesthetic value of nature with respect to the following statements.

(a) A true wilderness experience is an incredible learning experience.

(b) The beauty of nature encompasses every aspect of the living and non-living
part of our earth. [7+8]

5. (a) Oceans are ultimate sink for most of the waste we produce. Explain.

(b) List off shore sources of Marine Pollution.

(c) Explain the effects of oil pollution on the ocean. [7+4+4]

6. (a) Define watershed management and explain its objectives.

(b) Discuss various water conservation techniques that can be practiced by indi-
viduals. [8+7]

7. What are the environmental diseases that children are prone to ? Bring out the
causes and effects. [15]

8. What are the problems encountered in the disposal of solid waste from various
sources. Describe the outcome of poor management of solid waste, illustrating
your answer with any case-study. [15]
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1. (a) What do you understand by 3Rs principle?

(b) What is the role played by UKSN and BSI in environment protection?

(c) Write about Chipko movement. [4+7+4]

2. (a) Write a detailed note on the problems arising out of overexploitation of forest
resources.

(b) Describe how forest management is being done in India by citing any example.
[6+9]

3. (a) What do you understand by food chain in an ecosystem?

(b) How does a complex food web protect the ecosystem from degradation? [9+6]

4. (a) Write a brief note on biodiversity and ecosystem diversity.

(b) Explain the evolution of diverse species in an ecosystem. [15]

5. (a) Oceans are ultimate sink for most of the waste we produce. Explain.

(b) List off shore sources of Marine Pollution.

(c) Explain the effects of oil pollution on the ocean. [7+4+4]

6. (a) What are the major issues associated with resettlement and rehabilitation?

(b) Bring out the main elements of water conservation. [8+7]

7. Explain how the growth of human population on earth is a threat to the environ-
ment. [15]

8. (a) Describe how you would methodically record the elements and resources in an
ecosystem and assess its functioning.

(b) Write about your observations and main conclusions about any ecosystem
which you have studied (e.g: forest, sea shore, farmlands, hilly area etc.)

[7+8]
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